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The Lure of Shakespeare
by Robert Butler
From Past to Present
Many people consider Shakespeare the greatest writer in the English language. His legions of
admirers point with awe to the rhythm of his words and the wide range of human emotions he
portrays and evokes. But has Shakespeare always been so popular? And how did an Elizabethan actorturned-playwright become a world-famous figure?
From the start, Shakespeare was popular among the English. Shortly after his death, his plays were
published in a collection known as the First Folio (1623), with a poem by Ben Jonson included that
featured the lines, "He was not of an age, but for all time!" The memory of Shakespeare remained
strong among audiences as well, since his plays were produced regularly by many companies.
But in 1642. during the English Civil War, the theaters of London were closed by order of the
Government and remained so for 18 years. By the time they reopened in 1660, styles had changed.
The court of the new king wanted a more elegant, refined, classical world, and Shakespeare struck
them as coarse in his language and careless in his plots. His comedies, in particular, fell out of favor as
the years passed.
By the 1700s, however, a turnaround had begun. The first new edition of his plays in nearly a century,
along with the first biography ever written, appeared in 1709 and immediately sparked a Shakespeare
revival. Despite continuing questions about his style, which led many producers to cut or alter his
plays (sometimes even writing new endings for them), audiences were enthusiastic. Great
performances also helped. David Garrick, the greatest actor of the century, and Sarah Siddons, the
greatest actress, were both enthusiastic
Shakespeare supporters and starred in many of his plays at the Drury Lane Theatre.
In the 1800s, Shakespeare's popularity soared. Multivolume editions of his plays were published,
exuberant productions and extravagant sets supported stars such as Fanny Kemble and Edmund
Kean, and touring companies brought small-scale versions of Shakespeare to towns and villages
everywhere.
In the 20th century, Shakespeare remained as popular as ever, with actors such as Sir Laurence
Olivier, Sir John Gielgud, and Kenneth Branagh bringing his characters to life. Students around the
world now read Shakespeare in literature classes, and his plays are sometimes staged in modern-day
costume to emphasize his significance to today's world.
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The Lure of Shakespeare
by Robert Butler
More remarkable is the story of Shakespeare's popularity in other lands.
News of Shakespeare's talent spread even during his lifetime. Occasionally, a foreign merchant or
diplomat saw a Shakespearean production. In 1601, the Russian ambassador was present when
Twelfth Night was first performed. Traveling companies of English actors staged some of
Shakespeare's plays in Germany and Poland while the playwright was still alive. But it was the great
French author Voltaire who truly popularized Shakespeare beyond English shores in the 1730s. From
that time onward, Shakespeare's works have been extensively studied and performed around the
world.
In America, copies of the plays are believed to have circulated in the late 1600s, and the first
performance was Romeo and Juliet in the early 1700s. A century later, Americans practically
worshiped Shakespeare. Philosopher and poet Ralph Waldo Emerson called him "the first poet of the
world." In the 1900s, Shakespeare's works were being translated and printed in India, Africa, China,
and Japan.
In the 20th century, a new medium inspired countless variations on the Shakespeare canon: the
movies. Some have been filmed as recreated plays, such us Romeo and Juliet (1968) or Henry V
(1989). Others were adapted stories in modern settings such as West Side Story (1961) or Richard III
(1995). Still others were transposed into stories in a completely different land and culture such as Ran
(1985), a Japanese tale of samurai based mostly on King Lear.
Whether recorded or live, the performance of a major Shakespeare role is traditionally seen as the
ultimate test of an actor's ability. From Richard Burbage in the 1500s to Ian McKellen and Judi Dench
today, the greatest actors are those who are able to master Shakespeare. By itself, this is the most
enduring tribute to the theatrical talent of William Shakespeare, the Bard of Avon.

From Calliope issue: William Shakespeare, Master Playwright, © 2005 Carus Publishing Company, published by Cobblestone Publishing, 30 Grove Street, Suite C,
Peterborough, NH 03458. All Rights Reserved. Used by permission of the publisher. www.cobblestonepub.com
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Advantages/Disadvantages T-Chart
Name:
Date:

Shakespeare Images
What did you learn about the universal appeal of Shakespeare from looking at the images?

What are the advantages of using images in
learning about this topic? How is it positive or
helpful?

What are the disadvantages of using images in
learning about this topic? How is it negative or
unhelpful?
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Advantages/Disadvantages T-Chart
“The Lure of Shakespeare
What did you learn about the universal appeal of Shakespeare from reading the text?

What are the advantages of reading text to learn
about this topic? How is it positive or helpful?

What are the disadvantages of reading text to
learn about this topic? How is it negative or
unhelpful?
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The Shakespeare Shakedown
Newsweek, October 24, 2011
Byline: Simon Schama
The new film 'Anonymous' says the Bard was a fraud. Don't buy it.
Roland Emmerich's inadvertently1 comic new movie, Anonymous, purports to announce to the world
thatthe works we deluded souls imagine to have been written by one William Shakespeare were
actuallypenned by Edward de Vere, the 17th Earl of Oxford. James Shapiro's fine book Contested Will
chroniclesthe long obsession with depriving Shakespeare of authentic authorship of his works, mostly
on the groundsthat no manuscripts survive but also that his cultural provenance2 was too lowly, and
his education toorudimentary3, to have allowed him to penetrate the minds of kings and courtiers.
Only someone from theupper crust, widely traveled and educated at the highest level, this argument
runs, could have had theintellectual wherewithal to have created, say, Julius Caesar.
Alternative candidates for the "real" Shakespeare have numbered the Cambridge-schooled
ChristopherMarlowe (who also happens to have been killed before the greatest of Shakespeare's plays
appeared) andthe philosopher-statesman Francis Bacon. But the hottest candidate for some time has
been the Earl ofOxford, himself a patron of dramatists, a courtier-poet of middling talent, and an
adventurer who was atvarious times banished from the court and captured by pirates. The Oxford
theory has been doing therounds since 1920, when an English scholar, Thomas Looney (pronounced
Loaney), first brought it beforethe world.
None of which would matter very much were there not something repellent at the heart of the theory,
andthat something is the toad, snobbery—the engine that drives the Oxfordian case against the son of
theStratford glover John Shakespeare. John was indeed illiterate. But his son was not, as we know
incontrovertibly4 from no fewer than six surviving signatures in Shakespeare's own flowing hand, the
firstfrom 1612, when he was giving evidence in a domestic lawsuit.
The Earl of Oxford was learned and, by reports, witty. But publicity materials for Anonymous say that
Shakespeare by comparison went to a mere "village school" and so could hardly have compared with
the cultural richness imbibed by Oxford. The hell he couldn't! Stratford was no "village," and the
"grammar school," which means elementary education in America, was in fact a cradle of serious
classical learning in Elizabethan England. By the time he was 13 or so, Shakespeare would have read
(in Latin) works by Terence, Plautus, Virgil, Erasmus, Cicero, and probably Plutarch and Livy too.
One of the great stories of the age was what such schooling did for boys of humble birth.
Inadvertently: accidentally
Provenance: background
3 rudimentary: basic or simple
4 incontrovertibly: certainly or undoubtedly
1

2
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The Shakespeare Shakedown
How could Shakespeare have known all about kings and queens and courtiers? By writing for them
and playing before them over and over again—nearly a hundred performances before Elizabeth and
James, almost 20 times a year in the latter case. His plays were published in quarto from 1598 with
his name on the page. The notion that the monarchs would have been gulled into thinking he was the
true author, when in fact he wasn't, beggars belief.
The real problem is not all this idiotic misunderstanding of history and the world of the theater but a
fatal lack of imagination on the subject of the imagination. The greatness of Shakespeare is precisely
that he did not conform to social type—that he was, in the words of the critic William Hazlitt, "no one
and everyone." He didn't need to go to Italy because Rome had come to him at school and came again
in the travels of his roaming mind. His capacity for imaginative extension was socially limitless too:
reaching into the speech of tavern tarts as well as archbishops and kings. It is precisely this
quicksilver5, protean6 quality that of course stirs the craving in our flat-footed celeb culture for some
more fully fleshed-out Author.
That's what, thank heavens, the shape-shifting Shakespeare denies us. But he gives us everything and
everyone else. As Hazlitt beautifully and perfectly put it, "He was just like any other man, but that he
was like all other men. He was the least of an egotist that it was possible to be. He was nothing in
himself, but he was all that others were, or that they could become."
By Simon Schama
Full Text: COPYRIGHT 2011 Newsweek Daily Beast Company LLC. All rights reserved. Any reuse,
distribution or alteration without express written permission of the publisher is prohibited. For permission:
www.newsweek.com.
http://www.thedailybeast.com/newsweek.html
Source Citation

5
6

quicksilver: changeable
protean: adjustable
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Reading Closely: Guiding Questions Handout
From Odell Education’s “Reading Closely for Details: Guiding Questions” handout. Used by permission
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“The Shakespeare Shakedown”: Lesson 2 Text-Dependent Questions
Name:
Date:

Approaching the Text

Notes

Who is the author?
What is the title?
What type of text is it?
Who is the audience?

Read the text silently in your head as you hear it read aloud.
Text-Dependent Questions

Notes

1. What does the word anonymous
mean?
2. In James Shapiro’s book
Contested Will, what evidence or
reasons does he attribute to those
who want to deprive “Shakespeare
of authentic authorship of his
works”?
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“The Shakespeare Shakedown”: Lesson 2 Text-Dependent Questions
Text-Dependent Questions

Notes

3. Look at Paragraph B.
What credentials does the Earl of
Oxford have for being the “real
Shakespeare”?
What does the term “patron of
dramatists” mean?
What does the term “courtier-poet
of middling talent” mean?
4. Look at Paragraph C.
What is the first supporting claim
or reason Schama gives to support
the central claim about the
authenticity of Shakespeare’s
authorship?
5. Look at Paragraph D.
What is the second supporting
claim or reason Schama gives to
support the authenticity of
Shakespeare’s authorship?
6. Look at Paragraph E.
What is the last supporting detail
or reason Schama gives to support
the authenticity of Shakespeare’s
authorship?
7. Look at Paragraph F.
According to Schama, why do
some question the authenticity of
Shakespeare’s authorship?
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QuickWrite 1
Name:
Date:
What are the three pieces of evidence Simon Schama gives to support his central claim in the article
“The Shakespeare Shakedown”? Use specific evidence from the text to write a paragraph that

answers this prompt.

• Answer the prompt completely.
• Provide relevant and complete evidence.
• Your paragraph should include:
– A focus statement explaining the author’s central claim
– At least three pieces of evidence from the text
– For each piece of evidence, an analysis or explanation: What does this evidence mean?
– A concluding sentence
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Discussion Appointments
Make one appointment at each location.

In Albany: _______________________________________________________
In Buffalo: _______________________________________________________
In New York City: __________________________________________________
In Rochester: _____________________________________________________
In Syracuse: ______________________________________________________
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“The Shakespeare Shakedown”: Lesson 3 Text-Dependent Questions
Name:
Date:

Chalk Talk Questions

Notes

1. What is Simon Schama
thinking and saying about
who wrote the works
attributed to Shakespeare?
2. Who is the intended
audience of the speech?
Additional Text Dependent Questions
3. Reread the article.
Where does Schama
acknowledge other
viewpoints?
4. How does Schama
respond to these
counterclaims or other
viewpoints?
5. Why does Schama identify
counterclaims?

6. What is the author’s
purpose in this article?
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Lesson 3 Homework: Vocabulary in “The Shakespeare Shakedown”
Name:
Date:
Directions: In the chart below, write the words you circled in “The Shakespeare Shakedown.” Do
your best to infer the meaning of the word from the context and write it in the right hand column.
Word

Paragraph Inferred Meaning
Letter
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Evaluating Evidence Note-catcher
Name:
Date:

Supporting Claim

What piece of evidence
does Schama use to best
back up that supporting
claim?
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Why is that the best
evidence?

Summary Writing Graphic Organizer
Name:
Date:
When you are reading actively, one of the most important things you do is figure out the point of the
text. This means you are recognizing its controlling idea. In this case, the controlling idea is the
author’s central claim that he uses to build his whole argument.
Once you have done that, you have really done the hardest work.
Still, there is more. You need to figure out which are the key details in the text (hint: think about the
author’s claims).
Finally, write a great closing sentence, a clincher.
Once that is done, you are ready to write up the notes into a summary paragraph. At that point,
you will have gotten a good, basic understanding of the text you are reading.
Controlling Idea

Key

Key detail

Key detail

Clincher
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“The Shakespeare Shakedown”: Analyzing Text Structure Note-catcher (Side 1)
Name:
Date:

Questions

Notes

Reread Paragraph F and
answer these questions:
1. Read the paragraph aloud
with your partner. Try
paraphrasing the first
sentence. What job is this
sentence doing in the
paragraph?

2. How is the second sentence
related to this topic
sentence? What job is it
doing in the paragraph?
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“The Shakespeare Shakedown”: Analyzing Text Structure Note-catcher (Side 1)

Questions

Notes

3. In the next three sentences,
Schama gives some more
details related to the last
sentence. What job are these
three sentences doing in the
paragraph?

4. With your partner,
paraphrase the last sentence.
How does this sentence
relate to the first sentence of
the paragraph? Why do you
think the author ends the
paragraph this way?
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“The Shakespeare Shakedown”: Analyzing Text Structure Note-catcher (Side 2)
Questions

Notes

Reread Paragraph E and
answer these questions:
1. Read the paragraph aloud
with your partner. Try
paraphrasing the first
sentence. What job is this
sentence doing in the
paragraph?
2. How is the second sentence
related to this topic
sentence? What job is it
doing in the paragraph?

3. In the next sentence, why
might it be important that
Shakespeare’s plays were
published in 1598 and his
name was on the
publication? What job is this
sentence doing in the
paragraph?
4. With your partner,
paraphrase the last sentence.
How does this sentence
relate to the first sentence of
the paragraph? Why do you
think the author ends the
paragraph this way?
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Mid-Unit 1 Assessment:
Analyzing an Author’s Argument and Text Structure
Name:
Date:
Targets Assessed:
I can objectively summarize informational text. (RI.8.2)
I can determine the central ideas of an informational text. (RI.8.2)
I can analyze the development of a central idea throughout the text (including its relationship to
supporting ideas). (RI.8.2)
I can analyze the structure of a specific paragraph in a text (including the role of particular sentences
in developing and refining a key concept). (RI.8.5)
I can determine an author’s point of view or purpose in informational text. (RI.8.6)
I can analyze how the author acknowledges and responds to conflicting evidence or viewpoints.
(RI.8.6)
Directions: Read the article “Top Ten Reasons Shakespeare Did Not Write Shakespeare,” then
reread the text and write the gist of each part of the text in the column on the right.
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Mid-Unit 1 Assessment:
Analyzing an Author’s Argument and Text Structure
Text

Gist

Part 1

The Real Shakespeare
There never was an Elizabethan
playwright named William
Shakespeare. There was an Elizabethan
actor, theater manager and
businessman by the name of William
Shaxper or Shakspere born in Stratfordupon- Avon, England. When academics
speak of the historical William
Shakespeare they are referring to this
person.
There is no direct evidence to show that
William Shaxper was a writer. There are
no original manuscripts of the plays or
the poems, no letters and only six shaky
signatures, all in dispute. Both his
parents, John and Mary, were illiterate
signing documents with an ‘X.’ His wife
Anne Hathaway was illiterate. His
children seem to have been illiterate,
which would make Shaxper the only
prominent writer in history whose
children are believed to have been
illiterate.
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Mid-Unit 1 Assessment:
Analyzing an Author’s Argument and Text Structure

Part 1

Text

Gist

William from Stratford never went to
college and as far as can be determined
never had any schooling. There has
been an attempt by Stratfordians to
surmise1 that William Shaxper attended
a grammar school in Stratford. No
records of this exist and Shaxper made
no mention of this school in his will, a
startling oversight if this grammar
school was single-handedly responsible
for creating perhaps the most literate,
scholarly man of all time.
The lack of any letters written by
William Shaxper is particularly
significant. As a great writer, it is likely
he would have written a large number.
Voltaire’s collected correspondence
totals roughly 20,000 pieces. There are
no surviving letters in Shaxper’s or
Shakspere’s own hand.
2

1
2

surmise: suppose something is true without actually having proof
surmise: suppose something is true without actually having proof
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Mid-Unit 1 Assessment:
Analyzing an Author’s Argument and Text Structure

Part 2

Text

Gist

His Vocabulary
The works attributed to Shakespeare
contain one of the largest vocabularies
of any single English writer. John
Milton’s Paradise Lost, for example has
about 8,000 different words. The King
James Version of the Bible, inspired by
God and translated by 48 of Great
Britain’s greatest biblical scholars, has
12,852 different words. There are
31,534 different words in Shakespeare’s
Canon.
There is a startling incoherence3
between the story of a young man, with
at best a grammar-school education,
wandering into London, getting
involved in theatre, and then suddenly,
even miraculously, possessing one of
the greatest vocabularies of any
individual who ever lived.

3

incoherence: inconsistency
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Mid-Unit 1 Assessment:
Analyzing an Author’s Argument and Text Structure
Text

Gist

The Famous Doubters

Part 3

The case against William Shakespeare’s
authorship is strong enough to have
attracted many famous individuals.
A partial list of the Shakespeare
doubters include: Mark Twain, Walt
Whitman, Sigmund Freud, Nathaniel
Hawthorne, Malcolm X, and Helen
Keller.
Mark Twain, in his hilarious 1909
debunking4 of the Shakespeare myth
titled “Is Shakespeare Dead?” points out
that no one in England took any notice
of the death of the actor William
Shaxper.

3 debunking: showing that something is wrong
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Mid-Unit 1 Assessment:
Analyzing an Author’s Argument and Text Structure
Text

Gist

Not a Single Book

Part 4

William Shaxper’s will is three pages
long and handwritten by an attorney. In
these three pages there is no indication
that he was a writer. The will mentions
not a single book, play, poem, or
unfinished literary work, or scrap of
manuscript of any kind.
The absence of books in the will is
telling, since to write his works the
mythical William Shakespeare would
have had to have access to hundreds of
books. The plays are full of expertise on
a wide variety of subjects including
contemporary and classical literature,
multiple foreign languages, a detailed
knowledge of Italy. Italian language and
culture, the law, medicine, military
matters, sea navigation, painting,
mathematics, astrology, horticulture,
music and a variety of aristocratic
sports like bowls and falconry
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Mid-Unit 1 Assessment:
Analyzing an Author’s Argument and Text Structure
Text

Gist

Part 5

Multilingual
The writer of Shakespeare’s plays had
command of not only English, but
Latin, Greek, French, Italian, and
Spanish. His French in particular is not
of the classroom but reflects the vulgar5
speech of ordinary people.
The thousands of new words
Shakespeare added to the English
language were created from his
multilingual expertise.
There is no way of reconciling6 the
immense scholarship shown in
Shakespeare’s works with William
Shaxper, who from birth was
surrounded by illiterate people, had
little or no education, and is believed
never to have traveled outside England.

5
6

vulgar: crude, crass, unrefined
reconciling: resolving, settling
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Mid-Unit 1 Assessment:
Analyzing an Author’s Argument and Text Structure
Text

Gist

Part 6

Genius
“William Shakespeare was a genius.”
This answer is generally supplied to all
questions relating to Shaxper’s apparent
lack of qualifications for the title of
“world’s greatest author.” Genius
however has its limitations.
About one third of Shakespeare’s plays
are either set in Italy or make specific
references to events and locations there.
Genius may explain the literary skills in
Shakespeare’s works, but it does not
supply knowledge of places never
visited or languages never learned.
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Mid-Unit 1 Assessment:
Analyzing an Author’s Argument and Text Structure
Text

Gist

Part 7

Stratford
As with virtually everything associated
with the “historical” Shakespeare, the
tourist sites in Stratford are pure
speculation7. “It is fairly certain” that
the house on Henley Street is where
Shakespeare was born and brought up,
complete with, as the birthplace website
proudly states, “recreated replicas.” The
grammar school in Stratford has lost all
records from the period, but “is almost
definitely” where Shakespeare received
his education. This institution even
claims to have his original desk, which
is “third from the front on the left-hand
side.” On and on the fantasy is created
with an avalanche of qualifiers like,
“most biographers agree,” and “we are
permitted to think,” and “we have no
reason not to assume,” etc.
No one knows for sure who wrote the
works attributed to Shakespeare. What
can be said with some certainty is that
William Shaxper didn’t.

7

speculation: theory
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Mid-Unit 1 Assessment:
Analyzing an Author’s Argument and Text Structure
1. Which statement from the article best reveals the author’s central claim?
a. There is no evidence to show that William Shaxper was a writer.
b. Despite evidence that Shaxper could not have been a writer, few colleges or universities
ever touch on the authorship question.
c. Mark Twain … points out that no one in England took any notice of the death of the actor
William Shaxper.
d. There is no way of reconciling the immense scholarship evinced in Shakespeare’s works
with William Shaxper, who from birth was surrounded by illiterate people, had little or no
education, and is believed never to have traveled outside England.
2. Explain why the answer you chose best reveals the central claim.
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Mid-Unit 1 Assessment:
Analyzing an Author’s Argument and Text Structure
3. Reread the text. How does each part develop the central claim?
What is the supporting claim in
this part of the text?

Part 1

Part 3

Part 4
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How does this supporting claim
develop the central claim?

Mid-Unit 1 Assessment:
Analyzing an Author’s Argument and Text Structure
4. Write a summary of the article. Be sure to use what you know about the central claim and the gist of
each part.
5. Reread Part 6. What opposing viewpoint does the author acknowledge? What evidence does he use
to support this viewpoint? Be sure to use what you know about the central claim of the text and the
gist of each part.

6. What is the author’s purpose in this article?
e. Describe the life of William Shakespeare
f. Emphasize how little education William Shakespeare had
g. Debate who actually wrote William Shakespeare’s poems and plays
h. Describe the life of Edward de Vere, the Earl of Oxford
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QuickWrite 2
Name:
Date:
You have learned a lot about the arguments for both sides of the question regarding the authorship of
Shakespeare. Based on what you have read, which argument do you find most credible? Why?
Use specific evidence from the text to write a paragraph that answers this prompt.
• Answer the prompt completely.
• Provide relevant and complete evidence.
• Your paragraph should include:
– A focus statement stating which argument you believe is the most credible
– At least three pieces of evidence from the text
– For each piece of evidence, an analysis or explanation: What does this evidence mean?
– A concluding sentence
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Shakespeare's Universal Appeal Examined
Name:
Date:
Tuesday, Apr 24, 2012, 10:30 IST | Agency: Daily Telegraph
Jonathan Bate
Britain's greatest playwright has been embraced by every age and every nation. On the anniversary of
the Bard's birth and death, Jonathan Bate explains why the world has claimed him for its own.
"After God," said the 19th-century novelist Alexandre Dumas, "Shakespeare has created most." No
other body of writing in the history of world literature has been peopled with characters and
situations of such variety, such breadth and depth. No other writer has exercised such a universal
appeal.
My first date with my future wife was a production of Richard III in Romanian. We didn't understand
a word of the dialogue, but the atmosphere in the little theatre in Manchester was electric. I have seen
a mesmerising Titus Andronicus in Japanese and another that came straight from the townships of
post-apartheid South Africa. One of the most influential modern books on the plays, entitled
Shakespeare Our Contemporary, was by a Polish Communist. During the Iran-Iraq war, a general
spurred his tanks into battle by quoting from Henry V. Half the schoolchildren in the world are at
some point exposed to Shakespeare's work.
But what is the source of the universal appeal of this balding middle-class gentleman, born in a little
Warwickshire market town in the reign of the first Queen Elizabeth? Why would the world's newest
country, South Sudan, choose to put on a production of Cymbeline? Or Sunnis and Shias opt to
relocate the story of Romeo and Juliet in Baghdad? What is it about Richard III that appeals to
Brazilians, or Othello to the Greeks?
When his collected plays were published a few years after his death in the weighty book known as the
First Folio, his friend and rival Ben Jonson wrote a prefatory poem claiming that Shakespeare was as
great a dramatist as the classicists of ancient Greece and Rome, and that one day "all scenes of
Europe" would pay homage to him. This proved prophetic: Shakespeare did indeed exercise a decisive
influence on the cultural and political history of Europe in the 18th and 19th centuries, shaping key
aspects of the Romantic movement, the Revolutionary consciousness, the rise of nationalism and the
nation state, of the novel, the idea of romantic love, the notion of the existential self, and much more.
In the 20th century, thanks to translation and film, that influence spread around the world.
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Shakespeare's Universal Appeal Examined
Jonson's poem described Shakespeare in two contradictory ways, and in that contradiction is to be
found the key to his universality. He was, says Jonson, the "Soul of the Age," yet he was also "not of an
age, but for all time." Shakespeare recognised that human affairs always embody a combination of
permanent truths and historical contingencies (in his own terms, "nature" and "custom"). He was "not
of an age" because he worked with archetypal characters, core plots and perennial conflicts,
dramatising the competing demands of the living and the dead, the old and the young, men and
women, self and society, integrity and role-play, insiders and outsiders. He grasped the structural
conflicts shared by all societies: religious against secular, country against city, birth against education,
strong leadership against the people's voice, the code of masculine honour against the energies of
erotic desire.
Yet he also addressed the conflicts of his own historical moment: the transition from Catholicism to
Protestantism and feudalism to modernity, the origins of global consciousness, the conflict between
new ideas and old superstitions, the formation of national identity, the growth of trade and
immigration, the encounter with a "brave new world" overseas, the politics of war, new attitudes to
blacks and Muslims, new voices for women and children.
Shakespeare endures because with each new turn of history, a new dimension of his work opens up
before us. When King George III went mad, King Lear was kept off the stage—it was just too close to
the truth. During the Cold War, Lear again became Shakespeare's hottest play, its combination of
starkness and absurdity answering to the mood of the age, leading the Polish critic Jan Kott to
compare it to Samuel Beckett's Endgame and inspiring both the Russian Grigori Kozintsev and the
Englishman Peter Brook to make darkly brilliant film versions.
Because Shakespeare was supremely attuned to his own historical moment, but never wholly
constrained within it, his works lived on after his death through something similar to the Darwinian
principle of adaptation. The key to Darwin's theory of evolution is the survival of the fittest. Species
survive according to their capacity to adapt, to evolve according to environmental circumstances. As
with natural selection, the quality that makes a really successful, enduring cultural artifact is its
capacity to change in response to new circumstances. Shakespeare's plays, because they are so various
and so open to interpretation, so lacking in dogma, have achieved this trick more fully than any other
work of the human imagination.
Shakespeare's life did not cease with the "necessary end" of his death 398 years ago on April 23, 1616.
His plays continue to live, and to give life, four centuries on, all the way across the great theatre of the
world.
© Telegraph Media Group Limited 2012
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Frayer Model: Control
Name:
Date:
Definition

Examples

Characteristics/Explanation

Control
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Non-Examples

Guiding Questions

• “Why do Shakespeare’s works hold a universal appeal?”
• “What motivates people to try to control each other’s actions?”
•

“Is it possible to control another person’s actions in the long run?”
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QuickWrite 3
Name:
Date:
Directions: Based on your knowledge of the universal appeal of Shakespeare, what might make the
theme of control appealing or interesting to people of different ages, genders, ethnicities, etc.?
Use specific evidence from the text to write a paragraph that answers this prompt.
• Answer the prompt completely
• Provide relevant and complete details
• Your paragraph should include:
– A focus statement stating your thinking
– At least three reasons to support your thinking
– For each piece of evidence, an analysis or explanation: What does this evidence mean?
– A concluding sentence
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream
Act 1, Scene 2
Name:
Date:
Enter Quince the carpenter, and Snug the joiner, and Bottom the weaver, and Flute the bellowsmender, and Snout the tinker, and Starveling the tailor.
QUINCE: Is all our company here?

BOTTOM: You were best to call them generally, man by man, according to the scrip.

QUINCE: Here is the scroll of every man’s name which is thought fit, through all Athens, to play in
our interlude before the Duke and Duchess on his wedding day at night.

BOTTOM: First, good Peter Quince, say what the play treats on, then read the names of the actors,
and so grow to a point.

QUINCE: Marry, our play is “The most lamentable comedy and most cruel death of Pyramus and
Thisbe.”

BOTTOM: A very good piece of work, I assure you, and a merry. Now, good Peter Quince, call forth
your actors by the scroll. Masters, spread yourselves.
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream
Act 1, Scene 2
QUINCE: Answer as I call you. Nick Bottom, the weaver.

BOTTOM: Ready. Name what part I am for, and proceed.

QUINCE: You, Nick Bottom, are set down for Pyramus.

BOTTOM: What is Pyramus—a lover or a tyrant?

QUINCE: A lover that kills himself most gallant for love.

BOTTOM: That will ask some tears in the true performing of it. If I do it, let the audience look to their
eyes. I will move storms; I will condole in some measure. To the rest.—Yet my chief humor is for a
tyrant. I could play Ercles rarely, or a part to tear a cat in, to make all split:
The raging rocks
And shivering shocks
Shall break the locks
Of prison gates.
And Phibbus’ car
Shall shine from far
And make and mar
The foolish Fates.
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream
Act 1, Scene 2
This was lofty. Now name the rest of the players. This is Ercles’ vein, a tyrant’s vein. A lover is more
condoling.
QUINCE: Francis Flute, the bellows-mender.

FLUTE: Here, Peter Quince.

QUINCE: Flute, you must take Thisbe on you.

FLUTE: What is Thisbe—a wand’ring knight?

QUINCE: It is the lady that Pyramus must love.

FLUTE: Nay, faith, let me not play a woman. I have a beard coming.

QUINCE: That’s all one. You shall play it in a mask, and you may speak as small as you will.

BOTTOM: An I may hide my face, let me play Thisbe too. I’ll speak in a monstrous little voice: “Thisne,
Thisne!”—“Ah Pyramus, my lover dear! Thy Thisbe dear and lady dear!”
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream
Act 1, Scene 2
QUINCE: No, no, you must play Pyramus—and, Flute, you Thisbe.

BOTTOM: Well, proceed.

QUINCE: Robin Starveling, the tailor.

STARVELING: Here, Peter Quince.

QUINCE: Robin Starveling, you must play Thisbe’s mother.—Tom Snout, the tinker.

SNOUT: Here, Peter Quince.

QUINCE: You, Pyramus’ father.—Myself, Thisbe’s father.—Snug the joiner, you the lion’s part.—And I
hope here is a play fitted.

SNUG: Have you the lion’s part written? Pray you, if it be, give it me, for I am slow of study.

QUINCE: You may do it extempore, for it is nothing but roaring.
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream
Act 1, Scene 2
BOTTOM: Let me play the lion too. I will roar that I will do any man’s heart good to hear me. I will
roar that I will make the Duke say “Let him roar again. Let him roar again!”

QUINCE: An you should do it too terribly, you would fright the Duchess and the ladies that they
would shriek, and that were enough to hang us all.

ALL: That would hang us, every mother’s son.

BOTTOM: I grant you, friends, if you should fright the ladies out of their wits, they would have no
more discretion but to hang us. But I will aggravate my voice so that I will roar you as gently as any
sucking dove. I will roar you an ’twere any nightingale.

QUINCE: You can play no part but Pyramus, for Pyramus is a sweet-faced man, a proper man, as one
shall see in a summer’s day, a most lovely gentlemanlike man. Therefore you must needs play
Pyramus.

BOTTOM: Well, I will undertake it. What beard were I best to play it in?

QUINCE: Why, what you will.
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream
Act 1, Scene 2
BOTTOM: I will discharge it in either your straw-color beard, your orange-tawny beard, your purplein-grain beard, or your French-crown-color beard, your perfit yellow.

QUINCE: Some of your French crowns have no hair at all, and then you will play barefaced. But,
masters, here are your parts, and I am to entreat you, request you, and desire you, to con them by
tomorrow night and meet me in the palace wood, a mile without the town, by moonlight. There will
we rehearse, for if we meet in the city, we shall be dogged with company and our devices known. In
the meantime I will draw a bill of properties such as our play wants. I pray you fail me not.

BOTTOM: We will meet, and there we may rehearse most obscenely and courageously. Take pains. Be
perfit. Adieu.

QUINCE: At the Duke’s Oak we meet.

BOTTOM: Enough. Hold, or cut bowstrings.

They exit.
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Act 1, Scene 1 Written Conversation Note-catcher

Name:
Date:
1. In Line 43 (page 9), Egeus says that he should be allowed to “dispose of” Hermia. Why did
Shakespeare choose to have Egeus use the phrase “dispose of” here, instead of the word “kill”?

I Say

My Partner
Responds

I Build

Notes from class discussion:
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My Partner
Concludes

A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Act 1, Scene 1 Written Conversation Note-catcher
2. In Line 83 (page 13), Hermia refers to marrying Demetrius as an “unwished yoke.” Why did
Shakespeare choose to have Hermia use the word “yoke” instead of the word “marriage”?

I Say

My Partner
Responds

I Build

Notes from class discussion:
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My Partner
Concludes

Tips for Reading Shakespeare

Name:
Date:
Reading Shakespeare isn’t easy, but you have proved in the last two lessons that you can do it.
Remember these tips while you read on your own:
• Read for gist, then reread (and maybe reread again!).
• Use the Play Map to remind yourself who the characters are and how they relate to each other.
• Consider reading aloud (maybe with another person) to get the feel of the language. Shakespeare
wrote plays—that means these words were supposed to be said out loud.
• Ask yourself:
o Who is speaking?
o Who is he or she speaking to?
o Why are these people talking to each other?
o How do these people feel? What is their mood?


Happy?



Sad?



Worried?



Angry?



Excited?



Confused?

• When you come across a difficult word or passage:
o Ask yourself if you can get the gist of it based on context clues.
o Check the left-hand page to see if the word is defined.
o Look up the word in the dictionary.

• Remember that this play is a comedy! Have fun with it.
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Structured Notes A Midsummer Night’s Dream Structured Notes, 1.1.21–129

Name:
Date:
What is the gist of 1.1.21–129?

Focus Question: In what ways do Demetrius and Egeus attempt to control Hermia? Be sure to cite
specific evidence from the text to support your answer.
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Structured Notes A Midsummer Night’s Dream Structured Notes, 1.1.21–129
Vocabulary

Word

Context clues: How did you
figure out this word?

Definition

vexation (1.1.23)

consent (1.1.26)

cunning (1.1.37)

beseech (1.1.64)

relent (1.1.93)
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream Supported Structured Notes, 1.1.21–129

Name:
Date:

Summary: Egeus arrives with Hermia, Lysander, and Demetrius, and tells Theseus about his
problem with his daughter, Hermia, who refuses to marry Demetrius. Hermia and Lysander are in
love, but Egeus does not approve and wishes to kill Hermia for her disobedience. Theseus counsels
Hermia to choose between three options: death, “lifelong chastity,” or marriage to Demetrius, and
gives her time to make her decision. Then, he whisks away Egeus and Demetrius to help with his
and Hippolyta’s wedding plans.

Focus Question: In what ways do Demetrius and Egeus attempt to control Hermia? Be sure to cite
specific evidence from the text to support your answer.
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream Supported Structured Notes, 1.1.21–129
Vocabulary
Context clues: How did you
figure out this word?

Word

Definition

vexation (1.1.23)

the state of being annoyed, frustrated,
or worried

consent (1.1.26)

permission for something to happen or
agreement to do something

cunning (1.1.37)

crafty in the use of special resources
(as skill or knowledge) or in attaining
an end

beseech (1.1.64)

to ask (someone) urgently and
fervently to do something

relent (1.1.93)

to give in or become less harsh
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Evidence of Control Note-catcher
Name:
Date:

Character

Whom
does this
character
try to
control?

Why does this character want
to control that person?

How does this character try to
control that person?

What are the results of this
character’s attempts to
control another person?

Evidence
from
Explanation
AMND

Evidence
from
AMND

Evidence
from
AMND

Egeus
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Explanation

Explanation

Evidence of Control Note-catcher

Character

Whom
does this
character
try to
control?

Why does this character want
to control that person?

How does this character try to
control that person?

What are the results of this
character’s attempts to
control another person?

Evidence
from
Explanation
AMND

Evidence
from
AMND

Evidence
from
AMND

Hermia

Lysander
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Explanation

Explanation

Evidence of Control Note-catcher

Character

Whom
does this
character
try to
control?

Why does this character want
to control that person?

How does this character try to
control that person?

What are the results of this
character’s attempts to
control another person?

Evidence
from
Explanation
AMND

Evidence
from
AMND

Evidence
from
AMND

Helena

Demetrius
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Explanation

Explanation

Evidence of Control Note-catcher

Character

Whom
does this
character
try to
control?

Why does this character want
to control that person?

How does this character try to
control that person?

What are the results of this
character’s attempts to
control another person?

Evidence
from
Explanation
AMND

Evidence
from
AMND

Evidence
from
AMND

Robin/Puck

Bottom
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Explanation

Explanation

Evidence of Control Note-catcher

Character

Whom
does this
character
try to
control?

Why does this character want
to control that person?

How does this character try to
control that person?

What are the results of this
character’s attempts to
control another person?

Evidence
from
Explanation
AMND

Evidence
from
AMND

Evidence
from
AMND

Bottom

Oberon
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Explanation

Explanation

Evidence of Control Note-catcher

Character

Whom
does this
character
try to
control?

Why does this character want
to control that person?

How does this character try to
control that person?

What are the results of this
character’s attempts to
control another person?

Evidence
from
Explanation
AMND

Evidence
from
AMND

Evidence
from
AMND

Titania
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Explanation

Explanation

A Midsummer Night’s Dream Structured Notes, 1.1.130–257
Name:
Date:

What is the gist of 1.1.130–257?

Focus Question: What specific dialogue or incidents in this section provoke Helena to make the
decision to reveal Hermia and Lysander’s plans to Demetrius? Be sure to cite specific evidence from
the text to support your answer.
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream Structured Notes, 1.1.130–257
Vocabulary

Word

Context clues: How did you
figure out this word?

Definition

devour (1.1.150)

sway (1.1.197)

visage (1.1.215)

dote (1.1.231)

oaths (1.1.249)
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Reading Shakespeare:
A Midsummer Night’s Dream Supported Structured Notes, 1.1.130–257

Name:
Date:
Summary: Left alone after Theseus, Egeus, and Demetrius leave to prepare for Theseus and
Hippolyta’s wedding, Lysander and Hermia discuss their fate. The two plan to meet the next night
in secret and escape to Lysander’s aunt’s house, far away from Athens. Helena, who is in love with
Demetrius, arrives, and the two tell her of their plan. Helena is upset that Demetrius loves Hermia
even though Hermia does not love him back. She plans to tell him about Hermia and Lysander’s
planned escape in order to win his favor.

Focus Question: What specific dialogue or incidents in this section provoke Helena to make the
decision to reveal Hermia and Lysander’s plans to Demetrius? Be sure to cite specific evidence from
the text to support your answer.
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Reading Shakespeare:
A Midsummer Night’s Dream Supported Structured Notes, 1.1.130–257
Vocabulary
Context clues: How did you figure
out this word?

Word

Definition

devour (1.1.150)

to swallow up or eat hungrily

sway (1.1.197)

to move or swing back and forth

visage (1.1.215)

face

dote (1.1.231)

to express love or affection

oaths (1.1.249)

promises
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream Structured Notes, (1.2.1–107)
What is the gist of 1.2.1–107?

Focus Question: Who controls this scene? How do you know? Be sure to cite specific
evidence from the text to support your answer.
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream Structured Notes, (1.2.1–107)
Vocabulary

Word

Context clues: How did you
figure out this word?

Definition

lamentable comedy (1.2.11–12)

tyrant (1.2.21)

gallant (1.2.22)

monstrous little (1.2.50)

entreat (1.2.96)
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream Supported Structured Notes, 1.2.1–107
Name:
Date:

Summary
1.2.1–107: Six Athenian tradesmen decide to put on a play called Pyramus and Thisbe for Theseus
and Hippolyta’s wedding. Pyramus will be played by Bottom the weaver and Thisbe by Francis
Flute the bellow-mender. The men are given their parts to study, and they agree to meet for a
rehearsal in the woods outside Athens” (34).

Focus Question: Who controls this scene? How do you know? Be sure to cite specific
evidence from the text to support your answer.
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream Supported Structured Notes, 1.2.1–107
Vocabulary
Context clues: How did you figure
out this word?

Word

Definition

lamentable comedy
(1.2.11–12)

lamentable: very sad OR very
unsatisfactory
comedy: a play that has a
humorous tone and does not
have a tragic end
This is an oxymoron, or a
phrase containing opposite
meanings. It shows the
stupidity of Quince and the
tradesmen and provides
comedy.

tyrant (1.2.21)

a harsh and unforgiving
leader

gallant (1.2.22)

brave

monstrous little (1.2.50)

monstrous: huge
little: small
This is another oxymoron,
this time used by Bottom. It
shows his stupidity as he tries
to show off his “acting skills”
by attempting to speak the
part of Thisbe, a woman.

entreat (1.2.96)

to beg
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Text to Film Comparison Note-catcher
Name:
Date:

Scene

What is the same?
How does the film version stay
faithful to the play?

What is different?
How does the film version
depart from the play?
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Evaluation: Do the choices of
the director or actor(s)
effectively convey the central
message of the text? Why or
why not?

A Midsummer Night’s Dream Structured Notes, 2.1.33–60, 153–194

Name:
Date:

What is the gist of 2.1.33–60?

Summary, 2.1.61–152: Oberon and Titania argue about their jealousies. Titania is jealous of
Oberon’s love for Hippolyta, whom he followed to this land from India. Oberon is jealous of
Titania’s love for Theseus, whom she forced to abandon multiple girlfriends before he met
Hippolyta. Titania reminds Oberon that their constant arguing has consequences for mortal
humans; their fighting has made the weather terrible for growing crops and enjoying nature.
Oberon suggests that Titania put an end to the fighting by offering him the Indian boy. She refuses,
saying that she was very close with his mother in India before she died giving birth to him. She
insists that she will raise him herself. Both angry, Oberon and Titania agree to stay out of each
other’s way until after the wedding, when Titania will return to India with the boy.

What is the gist of 2.1.153-194?
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream Structured Notes, 2.1.33–60, 153–194
Focus Question: How do both Robin and Oberon express a desire to control others? Be sure to cite the
strongest evidence from the text to support your answer.

Vocabulary

Word

Context clues: How did you
figure out this word?

Definition

jest (2.1.46)

lurk (2.1.49)

civil (2.1.157)

madly (2.1.177)

pursue (2.1.189)
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream Supported Structured Notes, 2.1.33–60, 153–194

Name:
Date:
Summary, 2.1.33–60: A fairy describes Robin’s character, since he is known in the land for
being a sly trickster. Robin takes pride in his reputation, retelling the many ways he plays his
tricks on others.

Summary, 2.1.61–152: Oberon and Titania argue about their jealousies. Titania is jealous of
Oberon’s love for Hippolyta, whom he followed to this land from India. Oberon is jealous of
Titania’s love for Theseus, whom she forced to abandon multiple girlfriends before he met
Hippolyta. Titania reminds Oberon that their constant arguing has consequences for mortal
humans; their fighting has made the weather terrible for growing crops and enjoying nature.
Oberon suggests that Titania put an end to the fighting by offering him the Indian boy. She refuses,
saying that she was very close with his mother in India before she died giving birth to him. She
insists that she will raise him herself. Both angry, Oberon and Titania agree to stay out of each
other’s way until after the wedding, when Titania will return to India with the boy.
Summary, 2.1.153–194: Oberon reminds Robin of a time he watched Cupid shoot an arrow,
which landed on a flower now called “love-in-idleness.” He instructs Robin to get him the flower, so
that he can use its power to make Titania fall in love with the first creature she sees. He hopes she
will become so distracted by her love that he will be able to steal away the Indian boy.

Focus Question: How do both Robin and Oberon express a desire to control others? Be
sure to cite the strongest evidence from the text to support your answer.
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream Supported Structured Notes, 2.1.33–60, 153–194
Vocabulary
Context clues: How did you
figure out this word?

Word

Definition

jest (2.1.46)

to joke

lurk (2.1.49)

to remain in or around a place secretly

civil (2.1.157)

respectful, tame

madly (2.1.177)

desperately or extremely

pursue (2.1.189)

to chase after
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Three Threes in a Row Directions
Part 1:
1. Your group answers just the three questions on your row.
2. Take 10 minutes as a group to read your three questions, reread the text, and jot your
answers.
Part 2:
3. Then you will walk around the room to talk with students from other groups. Bring your
notes and text with you.
4. Ask each person to explain one and only one answer.
5. Listen to the explanation and then summarize that answer in your own box.
6. Record the name of the student who shared the information on the line in the question
box.
7. Repeat, moving on to another student for an answer to another question. (Ask a different
person for each answer so you interact with six other students total.)
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Three Threes in a Row Note-catcher
Why has Demetrius come to the forest?

In 2.1.221–226 and 234–235, how does
Demetrius attempt to control Helena?

In 2.1.210–217, Helena compares herself to
a “spaniel,” or a kind of dog. Reread those
lines. What does this comparison say about
her relationship with Demetrius?

When Puck arrives, what is Oberon’s first
question? Why is he so eager?

In 2.1.268–275, Oberon tells of a plan to
control another character. Who will he
attempt to control? Why does he wish to
control this person?

In 2.1.268–269, Oberon refers to an
“Athenian lady” who is in love with a
“disdainful youth.” Explain what this
means, with special attention to the phrase
“disdainful youth.”
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Three Threes in a Row Note-catcher
What will happen to Titania when she
awakens after Oberon anoints her with the
flower nectar?

In 2.2.47–50, Hermia and Lysander have a
slight disagreement. Explain what they
disagree on, and how the disagreement
propels the action of the play. (Why is it
important?)
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In 2.2.83, Puck describes Lysander as a
“lack-love.” What does he mean? What
consequences or results will his
misunderstanding create?

A Midsummer Night’s Dream Structured Notes, 2.1.195–267; 2.2.33–89
Name:
Date:
What is the gist of 2.1.195–267?

What is the gist of 2.2.33–89?

Focus Question: What motivates Oberon to try to control Demetrius? What motivates
him to try to control Titania? Be sure to cite the strongest evidence from the text to
support your answer.
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream Structured Notes, 2.1.195–267; 2.2.33–89
Vocabulary
Word

Context clues: How did you
figure out this word?

Definition

fawn (2.1.211)

valor (2.1.241)

woo (2.1.249)

vile (2.2.40)

virtuous (2.2.65)
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream Supported Structured Notes, 2.1.195–267; 2.2.33–89
Name:
Date:

Summary
2.1.195–267: Helena follows Demetrius through the woods, telling him repeatedly how much she
loves him. Oberon witnesses Demetrius reject Helena numerous times. Robin arrives with the
flower Oberon requested. Feeling sympathetic toward Helena, Oberon instructs Robin to use part of
the flower on Demetrius to make him love her. Oberon tells Robin he will be able to identify
Demetrius in the woods by his Athenian clothes.
Summary of skipped section
2.2.1–32: The fairies sing Titania to sleep with a lullaby about protecting her from evil and magic.
As Titania drifts to sleep, the fairies leave to do their work in the forest.
Summary
2.2.33–89: Oberon goes into the woods and places the flower nectar on Titania’s eyes. Meanwhile,
Hermia insists that she and Lysander sleep separately in the woods, to make sure they remain
innocent. Robin finds Lysander sleeping alone and assumes he is Demetrius. He places the flower
nectar on his eyes, believing he is following Oberon’s orders.
Focus Question: What motivates Oberon to try to control Demetrius? What motivates
him to try to control Titania? Be sure to cite the strongest evidence from the text to
support your answer.
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream Supported Structured Notes, 2.1.195–267; 2.2.33–89
Vocabulary
Context clues: How did you
figure out this word?

Word

Definition

fawn (2.1.211)

to show affection or try to please

valor (2.1.241)

courage in the face of danger

woo (2.1.249)

to seek the affection or love of
someone, especially with the goal of
marrying him or her

vile (2.2.40)

evil or repulsive

virtuous (2.2.65)

morally excellent; virginal
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream Structured Notes Teacher’s Guide, 2.1.195–267; 2.2.33–89
Summary
2.1.195–267: Helena follows Demetrius through the woods, telling him repeatedly how much she
loves him. Oberon witnesses Demetrius reject Helena numerous times. Robin arrives with the
flower Oberon requested. Feeling sympathetic toward Helena, Oberon instructs Robin to use part of
the flower on Demetrius to make him love her. Oberon tells Robin he will be able to identify
Demetrius in the woods by his Athenian clothes.
Summary of skipped section
2.2.1–32: The fairies sing Titania to sleep with a lullaby about protecting her from evil and magic.
As Titania drifts to sleep, the fairies leave to do their work in the forest.
Summary
2.2.33–89: Oberon goes into the woods and places the flower nectar on Titania’s eyes. Meanwhile,
Hermia insists that she and Lysander sleep separately in the woods, to make sure they remain
innocent. Robin finds Lysander sleeping alone and assumes he is Demetrius. He places the flower
nectar on his eyes, believing he is following Oberon’s orders.

Focus Question: What motivates Oberon to try to control Demetrius? What motivates
him to try to control Titania? Be sure to cite the strongest evidence from the text to
support your answer.
Oberon wants to control Demetrius because he feels sympathy toward Helena, who loves Demetrius
so much even though he constantly rejects her. He wants to make Demetrius fall in love with her so
that she can be happy. Oberon wants to control Titania because he wants something she has: the
boy. He believes the boy should become his servant, but Titania will not give him up. Oberon might
even be jealous of the relationship she has with the boy.
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream Structured Notes Teacher’s Guide, 2.1.195–267; 2.2.33–89
Vocabulary
Context clues: How did you
figure out this word?

Word

Definition

fawn (2.1.211)

to show affection or try to please

valor (2.1.241)

courage in the face of danger

woo (2.1.249)

to seek the affection or love of
someone, especially with the goal of
marrying him or her

vile (2.2.40)

evil or repulsive

virtuous (2.2.65)

morally excellent; virginal
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Midsummer Night’s Dream 2.2.90–163 Note-catcher
Round 1: Analyze the poetic language or verse in A
Midsummer Night’s Dream.

Round 2: Analyze how characters’ words and actions reveal
aspects of their character.

What does Helena mean in lines 94–95 when she talks about
being “out of breath” in her “chase”?

When Lysander tells Helena he loves her, she says, “Wherefore was I
to this keen mockery born?/When at your hands did I deserve this
scorn?” (130–131) What does she mean, and what does this say about
her as a character?

What does Lysander mean in line 121 when he tries to convince
Helena of his love for her?

Round 3: Analyze the themes of control in A
Midsummer Night’s Dream.
What are the results of Oberon’s attempt to control Demetrius?
Cite the best evidence to support your answer.

Reflection and synthesis:
Describe how the characters’ attempts to control one another so far in
the play have either succeeded or failed. Hint: Think about Egeus’,
Demetrius’, Helena’s, and Oberon’s attempts to control others.
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream Structured Notes, 2.2.90–163
Name:
Date:
What is the gist of 2.2.90–163?

Focus Question: What are the consequences of Oberon’s attempts to control others
using the “love-in-idleness” flower? Be sure to cite the strongest evidence from the text
to support your answer.
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream Structured Notes, 2.2.90–163
Vocabulary

Word

Context clues: How did you figure out
this word?

Definition

perish (2.2.113)

tedious (2.2.119)

mockery (2.2.130)

scorn (2.2.131)

disdainful (2.2.137)
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream Supported Structured Notes, 2.2.90-163
Name:
Date:

Summary
2.2.90–163—Helena, abandoned by Demetrius in the woods, stumbles upon sleeping Lysander. He
wakes up, and the powerful flower immediately works; he is instantly in love with Helena.
Lysander tells her he loves her, but Helena believes he is mocking her and leaves to find Demetrius.
Wishing to escape Hermia, who suddenly makes him sick, and find Helena, Lysander leaves the
area. Hermia wakes up to find Lysander missing.

Focus Question: What are the consequences of Oberon’s attempts to control others
using the “love-in-idleness” flower? Be sure to cite the strongest evidence from the text
to support your answer.
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream Structured Notes, 2.2.90–163
Vocabulary

Word

Definition

perish (2.2.113)

To die

tedious (2.2.119)

Long and boring

mockery (2.2.130)

A mean imitation

scorn (2.2.131)

Hatred

disdainful (2.2.137)

Hateful, scornful

Context clues: How did you figure out
this word?
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Author’s Craft: Poetry and Prose in A Midsummer Night’s Dream

Name:
Date:
Characters who speak in prose:

Characters who speak in verse:

In this play, verse and prose have different effects. Place a “V” on the line below to represent verse,
and a “P” to represent prose:

less rhythmic

more rhythmic

less formal

more formal

less musical

more musical

sounds less educated

sounds more educated

What message(s) did Shakespeare want to convey about his characters by writing some of their lines
as verse and others as prose?
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream Structured Notes, 3.1.1–75

Name:
Date:
What is the gist of 3.1.1–75?

Focus Question: How does Shakespeare show the audience that the men’s play will be
funny? Be sure to cite the strongest evidence from the text to support your answer.
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream Structured Notes, 3.1.1–75
Vocabulary

Word

Context clues: How did you
figure out this word?

Definition

abide (3.1.12)

prologue (3.1.17)

assurance (3.1.20)

chink (3.1.63)

cranny (3.1.69)
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream Supported Structured Notes, 3.1.1–75

Name:
Date:

Summary: 3.1.1–75—The tradesmen meet to rehearse their play in the woods. Bottom worries
that the play will be too scary for the women in the audience (because it contains a death and a lion).
The men decide to write prologues telling the audience that the things they see on stage are not real,
so the women won’t be afraid. Bottom also suggests that a person should play the part of “the man in
the moon” in order to show moonlight. He even says that a person should play the part of a wall
since they cannot bring a wall onto the stage.

Focus Question: How does Shakespeare show the audience that the men’s play will be
funny? Be sure to cite the strongest evidence from the text to support your answer.
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream Supported Structured Notes, 3.1.1–75
Vocabulary

Word
abide (3.1.12)

Context clues: How did you
figure out this word?

Definition

Definition

prologue (3.1.17)

Put up with

assurance (3.1.20)

An introductory speech or text

chink (3.1.63)

Guarantee

cranny (3.1.69)

Crack
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Text to Film Comparison Note-catcher
Name:
Date:

Scene

What is the same?
How does the film version
stay faithful to the play?

What is different?
How does the film version
depart from the play?
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Evaluation: Do the
choices of the director or
actor(s) effectively convey
the central message of the
text? Why or why not?

A Midsummer Night’s Dream Structured Notes, 3.1.76–208
Name:
Date:

What is the gist of 3.1.76–208?

Focus Question: In what ways does Shakespeare advance the comedy of this scene
through his language and the characters’ actions? Be sure to cite the strongest evidence
from the text to support your answer.
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream Structured Notes, 3.1.76–208
Vocabulary

Word

Context clues: How did you figure out
this word?

Definition

odious (3.1.81)

knavery (3.1.114)

enamored (3.1.140)

attend (3.1.159)

lamenting (3.1.207)
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream Supported Structured Notes, 3.1.76–208
Name:
Date:

Summary
3.1.76–208—The tradesmen are in the middle of their rehearsal when Robin arrives, noticing that
the men are very close to where Titania sleeps. He decides to watch their silly play, and intervenes
by transforming Bottom’s head into that of a donkey. Afraid, the other men run away, leaving
Bottom alone. Titania soon wakes up and sees Bottom and falls in love with him immediately as a
result of the flower nectar Robin had placed on her eyes. She calls four fairies, Peaseblossom,
Cobweb, Mote, and Mustardseed, to serve Bottom and take care of his every desire.

Focus Question: In what ways does Shakespeare advance the comedy of this scene
through his language and the characters’ actions? Be sure to cite the strongest evidence
from the text to support your answer.
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream Structured Notes, 3.1.76–208
Vocabulary

Word

Definition

odious (3.1.81)

repulsive and horrible

knavery (3.1.114)

Long and boring

enamored (3.1.140)

A mean imitation

attend (3.1.159)

Hatred

lamenting (3.1.207)

Hateful, scornful

Context clues: How did you figure out
this word?
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream Structured Notes, 3.2.90–123
Name:
Date:

What is the gist of 3.2.90–123?

Focus Question: How does Oberon’s desire to control others propel the action of the
play?
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream Structured Notes, 3.2.90–123
Vocabulary

Word

Context clues: How did you
figure out this word?

Definition

ensue (3.2.92)

swifter (3.2.96)

remedy (3.2.111)

mortals (3.2.117)

preposterously (3.2.123)
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream Supported Structured Notes, 3.2.90–123
Name:
Date:
Summary
3.2.90–123—Oberon realizes that Puck has made a terrible mistake and placed the flower nectar on
Lysander instead of Demetrius. Now Lysander has abandoned Hermia for Helena, and Demetrius
still hates Helena and loves Hermia. He places the nectar on Demtrius’s eyes as well, and tells Puck
to find Helena immediately. He returns with her just as Hermia and Lysander are about to enter …

Focus Question: How does Oberon’s desire to control others propel the action of the
play?
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A Midsummer Night’s Dream Supported Structured Notes, 3.2.90–123
Vocabulary

Word

Definition

ensue (3.2.92)

result

swifter (3.2.96)

faster

remedy (3.2.111)

solution

mortals (3.2.117)

humans

preposterously (3.2.123)

ridiculously

Context clues: How did you
figure out this word?
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End of Unit 1 Assessment:
Text to Film Comparison
Name:
Date:
Learning Targets Assessed
I can analyze how differences in points of view between characters and audience create effects in
writing. (RL.8.6)
I can analyze the extent to which a filmed or live production follows the text or script of the same
literary text. (RL.8.7)
I can evaluate the choices made by the director or actors in presenting an interpretation of a script.
(RL.8.7)
Part A—Directions: Reread 2.1.62–194 and write the gist in the space below.
1. In the space below, what’s the gist of this reading?
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End of Unit 1 Assessment:
Text to Film Comparison
Part B—Based on your reading of the text, answer the questions below.
1. Reread lines 151–152 from this scene:
Well, go thy way. Thou shalt not from this grove
Till I torment thee for this injury.
In these lines, Oberon is:
a. Ordering Puck to fetch the flower
b. Plotting to get back at Titania for not doing what he wants
c. Planning his escape from the forest
d. Pleading with Titania to give him the Indian boy
2. Read Oberon’s statements below. Select the one that best captures his intention for using “love-inidleness,” the magic flower:
a. “My gentle Puck, come hither”
b. “Fetch me that flower, the herb I showed thee once”
c. “I’ll watch Titania when she is asleep”
d. “I’ll make her render up her page to me”
3. How does Titania react to Oberon’s request for the boy? Support your answer with details from the
text.

4. What does her reaction tell the reader about her personality?
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End of Unit 1 Assessment:
Text to Film Comparison
5. In this scene, what is one thing that the reader or audience knows that Titania does not know?

6a. What is the effect of letting the audience know something that Titania does not know?
a. It makes this scene more suspenseful.
b. It makes this scene funnier.
c. It makes Oberon seem cruel.
d. It makes Shakespeare seem more in control of the scene.
6b. Explain your answer:
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End of Unit 1 Assessment:
Text to Film Comparison
Part C. Text to Film Comparison
1. After viewing the scene when Oberon confronts Titania about the boy, then tells Puck to fetch the
flower, analyze the extent to which the film stays faithful to the text:
2.1.62–194

What’s the same? How
does the film version
stay faithful to the
play?

What’s different? How
does the film version
depart from the play?

Enter Oberon the King
of Fairies at one door,
with his train, and
Titania the Queen at
another, with hers.…
Titania and her fairies
exit.
(stage directions just
before 2.1.62 and
2.1.151)
OBERON: Yet marked
I where the bolt of
Cupid fell. / It fell upon
a little western flower,
/ Before, milk-white,
now purple with love’s
wound, / And maidens
call it “love-inidleness.” (2.1.171–174)
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Evaluation: Do the
choices of the director
or actors(s) effectively
convey the central
message of control in
the text? Why or why
not?

End of Unit 1 Assessment:
Text to Film Comparison
2.1.62–194

What’s the same? How
does the film version
stay faithful to the
play?

What’s different? How
does the film version
depart from the play?

Evaluation: Do the
choices of the director
or actors(s) effectively
convey the central
message of control in
the text? Why or why
not?

OBERON: Fetch me
this herb, and be thou
here again / Ere the
leviathan can swim a
league.
ROBIN: I’ll put a girdle
round about the earth /
In forty minutes. He
exits.
(2.1.179–182)
2. Pick one choice of the director or actors in this scene. Does it effectively convey the central message
of the text? Why or why not?

3. Describe how the director’s choice of music or lighting during this scene helped convey the central
message of the text:
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End of Unit 1 Assessment:
Text to Film Comparison
4. Describe how the actors’ tone of voice during this scene helped you to understand the following
characters better:

Oberon:

Titania:
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